
Indigenous Peoples' Rights und „Disaster Risk Réduction" 

Mr Président, Mr High Commis s ioner, 

allow me to thank the panelists for  their interesting insights. We welcorne the initiative to 
bring together the rights of  indigenous peoples, including the principles contained in the UN 
Déclaration on the Rights of  Indigenous Peoples, and disaster risk réduction, 

Indeecl indigenous eommunities are often  among the niost exposed when it cornes to natural 
disasters. At the same tinie, indigenous peopie possess a vast body of  knowledge and effective 
skilis to préparé for  and cope with disaster. 

( 

That is why Germ.an deveIopra.ent coopération sees a clear benefît  in engaging indigenous 
eommunities in decision-making procès ses when designing disaster risk réduction stratégies. 
Not only is such an approach good human rights policy, it is also in line with free,  prior and 
informed  consent. Let me take this opportunity to reiterate our commitment to this principle. 

We implement this for  example in the framework  of  the Forest  Carbon Partnership, 
facilitated  by the World Bank. And we support indigenous participation in the design and 
•execution of  REDD+ strategi.es (UN  Collaborative  Program  on Reducing  Emission,s front 
Deforestation  and  Forest  Dégradation  in Developing Countries).  In our view, preventing 
deforestation  and forest  dégradation présent an essential part of  strengthening resilience and 
preventing disasters; 

\ 

Germany promotes disaster risk réduction in the context of  its strategy on transit!onal 
development assistance. We aim to integrate the issue into deveîopment agendas and 
emphasize the importance of  establishing close links with national as well as local disaster 
risk management and climate change adaptation plans. Local and înstitutional levels need to 

•internet and this must also include indigenous eommunities. By do in g this. we greatly increase 
the resilience of  such eommunities. 

Thank you'for  allowing us to share in this interesting discussion. We would be interested to 
hear whether the panel could offer  more insight into how indigenous knowledge can be better 
integrated into national disaster risk réduction stratégies? 


